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Field Services Bureau - East
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In May, the Southeast Area Command had
12,245 calls for service, wrote 2,162 reports,
and issued 745 citations. There were 303 felony
arrests, 324 misdemeanor arrests, and 46 driving
while intoxicated (DWI) arrests. 13 community
meetings were attended.
On May 4, Detective Hotle assisted federal
agents with the apprehension of a suspected
career criminal. The subject had absconded from
parole and was known to be armed. Detective
Hotle initiated surveillance at a local hotel and
located the subject. An additional subject, a
known drug dealer, was also with the subject.
Both were seen carrying firearms. Detective
Hotle, along with federal agents, conducted a
high risk stop resulting in recovery of a weapon.
The vehicle was seized by federal agents and
the subject was booked on weapon charges. In
addition, the subject was taken into custody and
booked on enhanced federal weapon and drug
charges. The subject is facing a mandatory
minimum of 20 years in federal prison.
On May 5, Officer McBrayer was dispatched to
a motor vehicle accident. One of the vehicles
involved in the accident bore a Colorado plate
which was reported as stolen. Four of the five
occupants of the stolen vehicle ran away from
the scene prior to the officer’s arrival. The one
occupant who stayed behind was identified
and found to be a missing juvenile who had a
warrant for his arrest. At the conclusion of the
investigation, Officer McBrayer was able to
identify the four outstanding subjects who ran
from the scene including the driver of the stolen
vehicle.
On May 5, officers were dispatched to a possible
robbery call. The subject attempted to take
items from a gas station without paying for
them. When confronted, the subject lifted his
shirt and exposed a handgun in his waist band.
The victim indicated the subject reached for
his gun but was taken down by the victim and
assisting witnesses. The firearm was recovered
by officers. A search of the subject’s backpack
revealed methamphetamines. Detectives
arrested the subject for the above charges.
On May 9, Officer Kelly was at an intersection
when he heard multiple gun shots. He drove
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around the corner and saw a vehicle leaving
at a high rate of speed. Officer Kelly was able
to catch up with the car and conduct a traffic
stop and three subjects were detained. Through
his investigation, Officer Kelly was able to
determine one of the passengers was the one
who shot at the apartment building. The vehicle
was sealed pending a warrant.
On May 11, Officers Arnold and Galvan were
dispatched to a disturbance call. Upon arrival,
they were flagged down by two individuals in
the parking lot advising two unknown males
were inside one of their vehicles. After the
offenders were confronted by the owner of
the vehicle, they fled on foot. A friend of the
victim ran after one of the males and was able to
detain him until police arrived. Officer Arnold
confirmed he was the person in the driver’s seat
of the victim’s vehicle. The male was placed
under arrest. While on scene, Officer Galvan
spotted the second offender that had run from
the vehicle and placed him into custody. Both
subjects were charged with multiple felonies and
booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center.
On May 11, Officers Rodriguez and Hernandez
were dispatched to a commercial burglary in
progress. A neighbor observed a male subject
entering the business through a back window.
Officers established a perimeter and took
two males into custody after they exited the
building with stolen property. The business
was cleared with the assistance of K-9 and both
offenders were arrested for commercial burglary
and conspiracy and booked into the Juvenile
Detention Center.
On May 12, Officer Haugh was dispatched to
assist undercover detectives following a stolen
vehicle. Officer Haugh attempted to initiate a
traffic stop but the vehicle fled. Officer Haugh
remained vigilant and observed three subjects
walking in the area that matched the description
of the occupants of the stolen vehicle. The three
individuals were subsequently arrested for being
in possession of the stolen vehicle.
On May 13, Southeast Impact detectives
obtained incriminating evidence against a
suspected repeat property crime offender.
Detective Lueckenhoff immediately began
working leads and re-establishing contact with
the numerous victims whose vehicles had been
burglarized. Detective Lueckenhoff was able
to construct a strong multi-count case against
the suspect. Detective Lueckenhoff obtained
an arrest warrant for the suspect who is now in
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custody at the Metropolitan Detention Center.
On May 13, Officer Landavazo was dispatched
to a found stolen motor vehicle. The witness
called 911 after he located the pickup truck
belonging to his niece. The caller observed a
male subject, carrying a gas container, returning
to the vehicle. The caller made conversation
with the male in order to stall him until
officers arrived. Officer Landavazo arrived
and located the subject attempting to put gas
into the vehicle. The suspect provided a false
identity. He was subsequently booked on felony
receiving/transferring a stolen motor vehicle.
On May 15, Southeast Impact detectives were
dispatched to a shots fired call. Field officers
stopped a vehicle that reportedly was in the area
during the call. A suspect was taken into custody
and arrested on the charge of shooting from a
motor vehicle. A search of the vehicle revealed a
firearm and different types of ammunition.
On May 20, officers were dispatched to two
suspicious subjects climbing into an apartment
window. Officers did not locate the two
subjects in the apartment but later located them
in the area. Officers conducted a thorough
investigation and found the two subjects to be
in possession of stolen property and having
outstanding warrants.
On May 25, Officer Galvan was dispatched to
an aggravated assault call. As officers arrived on
scene, they observed a male holding a female
down on the ground and hitting her in the face.
The male was detained. Officer Galvan learned
the male had pulled a gun on the female while
they were riding in the car. The female also
indicated she was choked, almost causing her
to blackout. The male was arrested and booked
into the Metropolitan Detention Center on
felony domestic violence charges. The firearm
was located inside the vehicle and the vehicle
was sealed pending a search warrant.
On May 27, officers were dispatched to a
recovery of vehicles belonging to a local rental
car agency. The vehicles were found to be
in the possession of one of their employees.
Detectives arrested the employee and obtained
a search warrant resulting in the recovery of
four vehicles valued at over $100,000. The
employee also admitted to a fifth vehicle that
had been taken. He gave the location of the
vehicle, and that vehicle was also recovered.
On May 30, Southeast Impact detectives
responded to investigate a male subject who
had fled from and intentionally crashed into
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officers in his attempt to escape. The subject
was initially a suspect in battering another male
subject with a crowbar. While officers were on
their way to that disturbance, they encountered
the subject who fled in his vehicle. The subject
ran a stop sign crashing into another vehicle
traveling east bound on Central Avenue. As
officers approached, the subject drove head-on
into the officers. The subject was later taken
into custody in the area of San Mateo and I-40
where he crashed into another police vehicle
in an attempt to evade officers. In an interview,
the subject indicated he was attempting to
bait officers into shooting him in hopes of
committing suicide. The subject is facing
numerous counts of aggravated battery on a
peace office, aggravated assault, battery, reckless
driving, and leaving the scene of an accident.
Officer Tapia was dispatched to a subject who
may have outstanding warrants. Officer Tapia
checked the residence and located the suspect
who had a $3 million warrant for child abuse,
aggravated assault against a household member,
breaking and entering, felon in possession of a
firearm, attempt to commit a felony, criminal
damage to property, and stalking.

Northeast Area Command...
•

•
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In May, the Northeast Area Command had
10,468 calls for service, wrote 1,988 reports, and
issued 1,252 citations. There were 156 felony
arrests, 151 misdemeanor arrests, 73 driving
while intoxicated (DWI) arrests, and 75 warrants
issued. 27 community meetings were attended.
In May, the Northeast Area Command conducted
numerous traffic stops in a zero tolerance
enforcement plan. Each officer was assigned
a day to conduct his/her plan. This resulted in
30 traffic citations, 32 panhandling citations,
two recovered stolen vehicles, and 28 graffiti
referrals.
On May 4, the Northeast Impact detectives
arrested a subject on a warrant for criminal
sexual penetration, attempted murder,
aggravated battery with a deadly weapon, and
tampering with evidence from a March 7, 2015
incident.
On May 6, Officer Guerrero and the Northeast
Impact Unit worked a joint investigation with
the Corrales Police Department and APD SWAT.
A sergeant from the Corrales Police Department
asked for assistance on a jewelry store robbery
he was investigating. With the help of the
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Northeast Impact Unit and APD SWAT, the
offender was arrested and charged. The
jewelry was recovered after a search warrant
of his vehicle was executed. The hand gun the
offender used to commit the robbery was also
recovered.
On May 9, Detective Baker conducted an
investigation on aggravated assault with a deadly
weapon. The suspect stalked his girlfriend and
fired two shots into her car. Projectiles were
recovered from the vehicle’s headrest. Detective
Baker was able to obtain an arrest warrant and,
with the help of Probation and Parole, was
able to locate the suspect and arrest him. He is
currently in custody on a no-bond warrant for
the probation violation and $100,000 cash only
bond for the shooting.
On May 10, officers were dispatched to assist
with a domestic dispute call where the offender
stated he was armed with a bomb and was
threatening to blow up the motel. Officers
established a perimeter around the motel and
the SWAT Team was activated. After a standoff
with the SWAT Team, the offender was taken
into custody without further incident.
On May 11, Officer Molina stopped a suspected
stolen motor vehicle and subsequently took three
individuals into custody. The driver was arrested
for transferring and/or receiving a stolen motor
vehicle while the two passengers each had an
outstanding felony warrant for their arrest.
In the month of May, Officer Molina had a total
of ten felony arrests, recovered seven stolen
vehicles, had three in custody arrests, wrote
30 offense/incident reports, and handled 107
dispatched calls for service.
On May 16, Officer Dubois responded to the
robbery of a local restaurant. While canvassing
the area, Officer Dubois located a subject
matching the description of the offender. The
subject attempted to elude the officer on foot,
but Officer Dubois was able to apprehend him.
A subsequent positive identification was made of
the offender and he was booked.
On May 20, Officers Cook and Drobik were
dispatched to a male subject armed with a knife.
Officer Cook arrived on scene and made contact
with the caller (security guard). According to
the caller, the suspect made a threat with a knife
when he was told to get off of the property.
The suspect then fled the area. Officer Drobik
located the suspect entering a vehicle with a
stolen license plate. Officers Drobik and Cook
approached the suspect and placed him into
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custody without incident. After a search incident
to arrest, a folding knife was located in the
suspect’s pant pocket. The suspect was charged
with aggravated assault with a deadly weapon.
On May 22, Officer Ramirez was on random
patrol when she ran the plate of a parked vehicle
which indicated it was stolen. The vehicle
was occupied by a male subject. The driver
was detained and later placed under arrest for
receiving and transferring a stolen motor vehicle,
possession of a controlled substance, and a
felony warrant. The vehicle was filled with
miscellaneous property. A music instrument
taken during a residential burglary was among
the items in the vehicle.
On May 24, officers were dispatched to a
traffic accident. An unknown witness stated he
observed a male running south. Officers stopped
the subject, who was later identified as the male
driving the vehicle causing the traffic accident.
The subject was arrested for driving while
intoxicated (DWI), reckless driving, and leaving
the scene of an accident.
On May 27, Detective Roach investigated
an auto burglary which started with store
surveillance video of an unknown person using a
stolen credit card. Two offenders were identified
and at least eight additional auto burglaries will
be cleared through their arrests.
On May 29, Detective Baker assisted field
officers who had apprehended a subject for
auto-theft. It was determined this was the same
subject who committed an auto burglary earlier
in the day. The offender was arrested and
charged with receiving and transferring a stolen
motor vehicle, receiving and transferring stolen
property, auto burglary, and aggravated eluding a
police officer.
On May 30, officers were dispatched to a
suspicious person call where the offender fired a
shot at the caller. The offender fled the area but
was located nearby by officers. The vehicle was
stopped and the offender was arrested. There
was a young child located inside the offender’s
vehicle. The offender was booked on an
aggravated assault with a deadly weapon charge.

Foothills Area Command...
•
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In May, the Foothills Area Command had 7,092
calls for service, wrote 1,326 reports, and issued
826 citations. There were 164 felony arrests,
176 misdemeanor arrests, 19 driving while
intoxicated (DWI) arrests, and 40 warrants
issued.
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On May 1, a victim called police to report a
male removed a handgun from a female’s purse,
pointed the handgun at him and his neighbor,
and threatened to shoot them. The offenders left
the area running on foot and were located by
police in a drainage ditch. Both the male and
female were detained. At that time, the male
was unarmed. Officers conducted an exhaustive
search and Officer Surran located a handgun
hidden underneath a trash can. Both subjects
were arrested on two charges of aggravated
assault with a deadly weapon and tampering
with evidence. The male concealed his identity.
However, once he was correctly identified, it
was revealed he had four felony warrants and
one misdemeanor warrant for his arrest.
On May 2, Officer Lujan worked with
University of New Mexico (UNM) police in
locating an armed robbery suspect. The suspect
had committed an armed robbery on the UNM
main campus. Officer Lujan received a last
known residence and, with assistance from
Officer Marquez, located the offender and took
him into custody without incident.
On May 5, Officer Phillips, Officer Luthi, and
Sgt. Velarde were dispatched to a single vehicle
crash. Upon arrival, officers discovered the
driver was under the influence of an intoxicating
substance and the vehicle was stolen. Officers
notified a Driving Whie Intoxicated (DWI)/
Drug Recognition Expert (DRE) officer and auto
theft detective to assist with the investigation.
Methamphetamines were in plain view and
burglary tools were discovered in the trunk
of the vehicle. The offender was arrested on
multiple felony crimes.
On May 8, Officer Smith was dispatched to a
shoplifting and aggravated assault incident. The
female suspect stole a drill, was confronted by
loss prevention, and threatened loss prevention
with a handgun. She was captured by Officer
Smith and arrested for aggravated assault with
a deadly weapon and felon in possession of
a firearm. One firearm was also seized. The
subject also had a prior felony conviction for
murder.
On May 10, Officers Forsberg and Shannon
were dispatched to a domestic dispute at a local
motel. Upon arrival, the victim advised officers
that her boyfriend held her against her will,
strangled her unconscious, and battered her.
The victim stated she was in fear for her life
due to the boyfriend being armed and possibly
involved in a homicide. Officers were advised
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the boyfriend was likely at a northeast location.
Officers arrived at that location and saw a
subject matching the boyfriend’s description
run inside the residence. A perimeter was
established and ten different subjects exited the
residence, most confirming the boyfriend was
hiding inside the house. SWAT was called to
assist with the scene and after nearly 14 hours,
the boyfriend was taken into custody. The
boyfriend was charged with aggravated battery
on a household member and kidnapping.
On May 11, Officer Sanchez was dispatched
to a suspicious subject call. She arrested a
male subject on an active felony arrest warrant
for murder violations issued by the United
States Marshal’s Office. He was also arrested
for being in possession of three grams of
methamphetamine.
On May 13, officers were dispatched to the
area of a local middle school. A subject armed
with a rifle and scope was laying down in a
prone position. Upon arrival, officers deployed
on foot and approached the subject tactfully
with the assistance of air support. The subject
was safely taken into custody for questioning
and the weapon was found to be an airsoft gun.
The subject had outstanding warrants and was
arrested.
On May 14, Officer Smith was dispatched to
an infant that had stopped breathing and was
unresponsive. Officer Smith performed CPR
and revived the seven-month-old infant. Officer
Smith was nominated for the APD Life Saving
Award.
On May 15, Officers Durham and Abeyta were
dispatched to a vehicle driving through the
neighborhood shining flash lights into homes
and vehicles. Officer Durham located the
vehicle and discovered it was stolen. A stop
was conducted and two subjects were taken
into custody. The subjects were charged with
receiving/transferring a stolen motor vehicle and
conspiracy.
On May 15, Officer Ledford was dispatched
to a suspicious person at a residence that
the Criminal Nuisance Abatement Unit had
declared unsafe. The residents arrived to obtain
diapers for their eight-month-old. Rather than
arrest the subjects for trespassing, Officer
Ledford transported them to a family member’s
residence, explained to them how to reach APD
risk management, and purchased diapers for the
eight-month-old with his own money.
On May 17, APD was contacted by United
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States Marshals who requested Foothill units to
assist in apprehending a male subject who had
fled from California. The male absconded from
parole for murder and had an additional warrant
for rape, both out of California. Foothill officers
assisted the United States Marshals and the
subject was apprehended without incident.
On May 23, officers were dispatched to multiple
calls of a disturbance. The callers described
a female, with blood on her face, body and
clothing attempting to flee from a male subject.
The callers observed the male force the female
into a vehicle and flee the area. One of the
callers provided a license plate number and
officers located the vehicle and took the driver
into custody. The female was transported to
the hospital. The male driver was charged with
kidnapping, aggravated battery and probation
violations for over ten other felony charges.
On May 26, Officers Small and Reeder were
dispatched to a disturbance call. Upon arrival,
they located an elderly female screaming and
crying because her son had pushed her and
locked her out of the house. There were two
young children in the house. Officers got
permission to enter the house, located the back
door unlocked, and entered the residence. Once
inside they located the children, and observed
some injuries to the facial area of one of them.
The child with injuries was transported to the
hospital for further observation.
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Field Services Bureau - West
Valley Area Command...
•
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In May, the Valley Area Command had 7,862
calls for service, wrote 1,129 reports and issued
904 citations. There were 98 felony arrests,
120 misdemeanor arrests, 43 driving while
intoxicated (DWI) arrests and 48 warrants
issued. 14 community meetings were attended.
On May 2, Officer Schroeder was flagged down
about a suspicious individual. Officer Schroeder
conducted surveillance of the individual and
determined him to be associated with a vehicle
that was in the parking lot. Officer Schroeder
checked the vehicle through the National Crime
Information Center (NCIC) database prior to
contact and discovered it was a stolen vehicle.
He then made contact with the suspicious
individual and was able to directly connect him
to the stolen vehicle.
On May 2, Officer Miera, along with other
Valley dayshift officers attempted to apprehend a
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subject on a felony warrant when he fled on foot.
Officer Miera quickly called out her location
and established a perimeter prior to air support
arrival. Air Support immediately located the
subject who continued to elude officers by
running from yard to yard. The subject was
observed entering a residential dwelling that did
not belong to him. Due to safety concerns of
possible residents, officers entered the dwelling
through an unsecured door and took the subject
safely into custody without incident. The home
owner arrived on scene and stated she did
not know the offender and confirmed he was
wearing a shirt belonging to her. The subject
was also armed with a razor knife.
On May 6, Officers Carter and Miera responded
to an auto burglary. Multiple area residents,
including the victim, provided a detailed
description of the offender. Sergeant Armijo
observed a subject matching the description and,
along with other officers, detained him. The
victim positively identified the subject as the
offender she observed inside of her vehicle. A
search of the suspect, pursuant to arrest, revealed
a small handgun on his person. A check through
the National Crime Information Center (NCIC)
database, confirmed the subject was a convicted
felon. The subject was booked on an aggravated
burglary charge. The Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) was
notified and will follow-up for potential federal
charges.
On May 8, detectives responded to a stabbing.
The offender jumped a fence and stabbed his
neighbor with a piece of glass. When Officer
Taylor and Sergeant Johnston arrived, the
offender became combative, fled, and barricaded
himself in his residence. A SWAT situation
ensued. A search warrant was issued and the
offender was taken into custody and charged
with aggravated battery with a deadly weapon,
aggravated battery on a police officer, three
counts of child abuse, and aggravated assault
with a deadly weapon.
On May 9, Officers Shrouf, Clemons and Garcia
were dispatched to a stabbing call. Upon arrival,
officers located the victim bleeding heavily from
a deep laceration to his right arm. Due to the
severity of the injury, rescue personnel (along
with the primary officer) performed a “scoop
and run” with the victim to the hospital while
assisting officers contained the scene. After
conducting a brief interview with the victim,
officers were able to gather enough information
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on a possible offender’s name and location.
Contact at the offender’s address was made;
however, the subject was not on scene but fresh
blood was located around the property. As
officers stood by awaiting a field investigator,
the offender returned to his residence and was
taken into custody.
On May 10, Officer Taylor was dispatched to an
armed robbery call. Once on scene the subject
became very aggressive towards officers and
was subsequently arrested for aggravated battery
on a peace officer as well as a misdemeanor
warrant.
On May 15, Officers Camp and Smith were
dispatched in response to a crash. As they were
en route, they were advised one of the subjects
had pulled out a gun and fled the area on foot.
The subject was quickly apprehended and found
to be in possession of a stolen handgun.
On May 16, a neighbor called 911 and advised
they had witnessed a suspect attempt to force
open a door that was bolted shut, then break a
window in the rear of the residence and climb
inside. Upon arrival, officers located the suspect
in the back yard of the residence. The neighbor
positively identified the suspect. The owner of
the residence was out of state but was contacted
and provided an exact description of some of
his collectible coins the offender had in his
possession. The offender also had a camera bag
with approximately 50 pounds of coins also
believed to be the victims. The suspect was
taken into custody without incident.
On May 16, Officers Lee and Armijo were
dispatched to an auto burglary in progress. The
calling party was a Crisis Intervention Team
(CIT) detective. The detective advised he heard
the alarm to his unmarked unit going off, went
outside, and found an unknown female inside
his vehicle. He was able to take the woman into
custody without incident. When officers arrived,
they took over and identified the subject. The
subject was found to have a history of property
crimes and was booked for auto burglary.
On May 18, Officer Silva recovered a stolen
vehicle at Rio Grande and I-40. Through
investigation, he determined the property in the
car was also stolen. He was able to identify and
contact the victim and return the property.
On May 26, a northwest service station was
robbed at gunpoint. Sergeant Armijo and
his team were part of a pursuit of the suspect
through the city. The suspect was taken into
custody by detectives and found to be the
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offender in the Rio Rancho officer homicide.
In May, Officers Shrouf, Wickens, Drager
and Public Service Aide Connors conducted
a Sunday night cruiser tactical plan due to
residents in the area complaining about the
traffic and driving behavior of vehicles. During
the course of their patrol, officers conducted
numerous traffic stops, issued 43 citations,
seized one vehicle, had one driving while
intoxicated (DWI) arrest, and two domestic
violence arrests.

Southwest Area Command...
•

•

•

•

•
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In May, the Southwest Area Command had
5,136 calls for service, wrote 1,222 reports,
and issued 571 citations. There were 45 felony
arrests, 90 misdemeanor arrests, 22 driving
while intoxicated (DWI) arrests and 25 warrants
issued. 19 community meetings were attended.
On May 5, Officer Maycumber was on random
patrol when she saw a suspicious male standing
next to a vehicle. She ran the license plate on the
vehicle and found it was a stolen plate. The male
fled the area on foot and Officer Maycumber
gave out a description. Officers in the area
located the male around the block. The offender
had property on him linked to an auto burglary
that occurred earlier that morning.
On May 8, Officer Beem was dispatched to a
missing person call. The male stated his wife
and two daughters were missing. The male
stated his wife had been diagnosed as bipolar
with post-traumatic stress disorder and had
recently been extremely paranoid. While talking
with family members, it was learned that the
female had been using methamphetamines
and other illegal substances. Being concerned
for the children, Officer Beem asked dispatch
to “ping” her cell phone and notified Child
Exploitation Detail detectives. The wife and her
daughters were located a few days later in Las
Vegas, Nevada.
On May 20, Officers Michaud and Hinson were
dispatched to a suspicious person call. When
they arrived, they made contact with a male
subject who matched the description given on
the call. He took off running and a foot chase
ensued. Officer Michaud was able to catch the
subject and take him into custody. The subject
had felony warrants for armed robbery.
On May 21, officers responded to a subject
that reported he had just stabbed and killed
his younger sister. The suspect was taken into
custody without incident. The sister was found
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mortally wounded in the residence.
On May 24, officers were dispatched to a
domestic violence call. Off duty officers were
detaining a male that had been in a physical
altercation with a female in a vehicle in traffic.
When officers arrived, the male was safely taken
into custody and arrested on felony domestic
violence charges.
On May 25, Officers Martinez and Hinson
were dispatched to a shots fired call by a
neighbor who thought a dog had been killed.
When officers arrived, the residents were
reluctant to let officers into the gate. Officers
observed a large blood stain on the driveway
of the home. Officers entered and a blood trail
ended in the back yard where two paws could
be seen sticking out of the ground. The male
homeowner later admitted to shooting the dog
with an AK-47 and was arrested for felony
cruelty to animals.
On May 28, members of the Southwest Area
Command responded to a subject in a stolen
vehicle call. The driver was a suspect in an
earlier incident in which he attempted to use
the vehicle as a weapon against a Southwest
Area Command sergeant. As officers were
responding, the subject attempted to run officers
over a second time and in the process was shot.
On the last week of May, Detective Piatt
received a call regarding a female offender who
fought with a bonds collector trying to take
her into custody. The offender fired a weapon
at the bonds collector and then stole a vehicle
to escape. Detective Piatt obtained an arrest
warrant for the offender. On May 28, Piatt
located the offender and was able to take her
into custody with the assistance of Bernalillo
County Sheriff’s Office SWAT Team. The
offender was arrested on three felony warrants
and two misdemeanor warrants.
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Northwest Area Command...
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In May, the Northwest Area Command had
5,054 calls for service, wrote 1,019 reports,
and issued 838 citations. There were 33 felony
arrests, 79 misdemeanor arrests, 22 driving
while intoxicated (DWI) arrests and 27 warrants
issued. Ten community meetings were attended.
On May 5, Officers Enyart and Romero
responded to an attempted burglary. The caller
was passing through town when her vehicle
broke down. She had been sleeping in her car
waiting for the business to open when a suspect,
attempting to break into cars, broke her rear
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windshield. The suspect left the area quickly
upon discovering the vehicle was occupied.
The female and her passenger were scared and
anxious about the experience. The officers not
only took the report but stood by with the two
occupants until the business opened to fix the
vehicle. Both officers received a letter from the
victims thanking them for their assistance.
On May 18, Officer Lujan and Sergeant Weber
responded to a domestic violence call. Upon
arrival, officers could see inside the apartment
and could hear a disturbance coming from the
bathroom. Offices were able to have the female
exit the bathroom, but the male remained inside
and stated he would not come out. The male
made threats of suicide. The female advised
she had been dragged by her hair and strangled.
Officers were able to remove her child safely
from a nearby bedroom and get the female the
medical attention she needed. Sergeant Weber
negotiated with the male for approximately 20
minutes and he eventually surrendered. He was
charged with two felony counts of domestic
violence.
On May 23, Officer Acata investigated a
commercial burglary in progress. Once on
scene, Officer Acata located two construction
workers doing a remodel to the closed business.
These construction workers observed a male
subject make entry into the business and attempt
to exit with tools. The construction workers
detained the male subject until the arrival of
police.
On May 24, officers were alerted to a shoplifting
in progress. Asset protection had a camera
on a female who was stuffing merchandise
into large containers. The female had a male
subject with her who was seen walking to and
from the female’s vehicle parked outside. An
officer detained the male near the vehicle. The
female then exited the store after her telephone
calls to the male were not answered. Officers
apprehended her as she left the store. The
license plate on the car had been linked to other
thefts as well. The female was arrested for
felony shoplifting ($1,767.54). The car was
sealed and towed and Impact Units conducted
a search warrant on the vehicle, finding more
merchandise in the car and an envelope linking
the male to the vehicle.
On May 25, officers were dispatched to a local
retailer concerning a shoplifting complaint.
Upon arrival, officers were met by loss
prevention and directed to a female subject
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concealing items on her person. Officers
escorted the female to the loss prevention
office and began their investigation. Officers
determined the subject had over $1,000 worth
of stolen merchandise. She was booked into
the Metropolitan Detention Center for felony
shoplifting and the recovered merchandise was
returned to the retailer.
On May 27, Northwest Impact detectives
learned a subject attempted to steal two vehicles
and led officers on a chase which ended in the
bosque. The offender fled on foot leaving the
stolen vehicle behind. Detectives searched the
stolen vehicle and found store receipts along
with property stolen from several auto and
residential burglaries. The store receipts led
detectives to surveillance footage and they were
able to identify the offender. A background
check revealed the subject had an extensive
criminal history. Northwest Impact detectives
located the subject and arrested him without
incident.
Officer Pina responded to a suspicious vehicle
call. Officer Pina noticed several individuals in
a vehicle which displayed a false plate. Officer
Pina made contact and determined the vehicle
was stolen. Further investigation generated two
felony warrants, one stolen handgun recovered,
and two stolen license plates recovered.

•

•

Special Services Bureau
Open Space...
•

•

On May 2, Open Space officers assisted with the
2015 Law Enforcement Memorial Ride. Open
Space officers assisted with set up at the starting
line, traffic control, and repair and recovery on
the bicycle route. Officer Melvin helped multiple
riders repair flat tires so they could complete
the ride. Officers helped with traffic control
and followed slower riders to make sure they
reached Santa Fe safely. Officer Melvin swept
the route back to Albuquerque to make sure
there were no riders left behind.
On May 4, a 59-year-old woman and her
husband were hiking on the Tree Springs trail.
They were hit by heavy rain and hail when
they got about three miles up the mountain.
They turned around but the female fell and
broke her ankle about two miles from the trail
head. The Bernalillo County Fire Department
contacted Open Space Search and Rescue for
assistance. Open Space Search and Rescue
and Albuquerque Mountain Rescue Council
(AMRC) hiked to the patient and safely carried

•

her down the mountain.
On May 14 and 15, Open Space Search and
Rescue assisted in the search for a 24-yearold missing person in the Sandia Mountains.
After conducting an extensive area search the
first day, Search and Rescue team members
met with Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office
detectives to conduct a profile analysis and
terrain assessment. Officers were able to
narrow down several high areas of probability
to search the second day. On May 15, Search
and Rescue and Albuquerque Mountain Rescue
Council (AMRC) team members joined together
to conduct a search of these areas. After an
exhaustive search, the victim’s body was located
approximately 300 feet below a cliff face. The
joint team spent the next four hours conducting a
technical recovery operation.
On May 17, Open Space Search and Rescue
team members responded to a call in the Sandia
Mountains. A 63-year-old male subject had
hiked up the mountain and gone off trail. He
was having trouble breathing and began
experiencing chest pains. Officers were able to
ascend the mountain and locate him on a steep
and rugged outcropping. They treated him for
dehydration and shock and waited for advanced
medical personnel. Once the Albuquerque Fire
Department arrived on scene and ensured he was
stable for transport, the subject was loaded in a
back country litter and taken off the mountain to
an ambulance.
On May 18 through 21, Officer Melvin attended
training with New Mexico State Game and
Fish. The training covered how to avoid and
investigate attacks by wildlife.

Office of Emergency Management
(OEM)...
•

•
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The CABQ Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan is complete. This plan will
guide the City of Albuquerque’s coordination
efforts during emergency and disaster response
and recovery actions. The plan will be submitted
for mayoral and city council ratification.
OEM is completing procurement process for
more than $500,000 in improvements to the
Emergency Operations Center to be funded
almost entirely from grant sources.
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Prisoner Transport Unit (PTU)...
•

•

•

In May, the Prisoner Transport Unit processed
1,120 prisoners through the Prisoner Transport
Center. The Albuquerque Police Department
arrested 896 prisoners and other law
enforcement agencies arrested 224 prisoners.
The Prisoner Transport Unit made 211 trips to
the Metropolitan Detention Center and accepted
two walk-in prisoners at the Metropolitan
Detention Center.
The Albuquerque Police Department/
Albuquerque Fire Department Public Inebriant
Intervention Program (PIIP) Team continued
to work Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays for a total of 17 days in the month
of May. The PIIP Team made 63 field contacts;
34 public inebriants were transported to
Metropolitan Assessment and Treatment
Services (MATS), 19 public inebriants were
transported by Emergency Medical Support, and
ten public inebriants refused services.

•

•

•

Metro Traffic Division...
•

•

Homeland Security Division (HSD)...
•

APD now has possession of two portable
buildings obtained from the US Department of
Defense. Both buildings have been disassembled
and are on the contractor’s storage lot in El Paso,
Texas. Sites at the Southeast Area Command
and the Tactical Range are being prepped for the
buildings.

•

•

•

In May, 65 individuals were remanded by the
court and booked; one individual was remanded
but bonded out on site; 37 individuals were
booked with arrest warrants; 42 other individuals
were booked with arrest warrants but bonded out
on site; one juvenile warrant was cleared; and
77 misdemeanor and 14 felony warrants were
cleared.
In May, MCPD completed 976 calls for service
and self-initiated activities.

•

•
•

Special Operations Division...
•

•
•

The K-9 Unit assisted the SWAT team with the
resolution of four tactical operations. The K-9
Unit also competed in the military working dog
competition hosted at Kirtland Air Force Base.
The K-9 Unit had two apprehensions in May.
In May, APD’s Bomb Squad responded to 13
callouts. APD’s SWAT Team was assisted on
two occasions and Bernalillo County Sheriff’s
Office SWAT Team had one assistance.

In May, the Traffic Unit responded to 399 calls
for service and investigated 203 crashes. The
unit issued 1,428 citations.
In May, the unit had 110 driving while
intoxicated (DWI) arrests and one drug
recognition expert (DRE) arrest.
In May, the DWI Seizure Unit checked in
91 vehicles; had 419 vehicles on the lot; and
returned 21 vehicles to their owners.

Investigative Bureau
Scientific Evidence Division...

Metro Court Protection Detail (MCPD)...
•

On May 11, the Bomb Squad responded to a
suspicious item call at the New Mexico Attorney
General’s Office. A woman walked into the
office and placed a large bag on the secretary’s
desk and ran away. Bomb technicians checked
the bag and determined there were no threats
inside.
On May 13, the team responded to suspected
dynamite. After inspecting the items, they were
determined to be old road flares.
On May 26, the Bomb Squad responded to a
live Vietnam-era military hand grenade filled
with smokeless powder and shrapnel. There are
currently no suspects for this device.
There were six SWAT Team activations during
May.

•
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In May, the Major Crime Scene Team responded
to nine call-outs and Field Investigations
responded to 1,161 calls for service.
In May, field investigators completed 797
reports; collected 698 latent fingerprint cards;
tagged 402 evidence items, and tagged 446
photograph CDs.
In May, the Photo Lab worked on 289 cases
resulting in 5,049 prints and 335 discs.
In May, the Evidence, Identification and
Disposition Unit supported the following
backgrounds; 113 case dispositions, 45
employment, 30 firearms, 122 FBI and 30
CODIS requests. 32 RAP’s and photos were
distributed, 31 new APD applicants were finger
printed, 1,695 fingerprints were classified in
AFIS and 1,123 new and old arrests were
processed into the TIBURON criminal history
records.
In May, the Evidence, Identification, and
Disposition Unit received 8,458 evidence
items, duplicated 3,364 audio/video recordings
and supported 13 pretrial viewings. Efforts to
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•

•

reduce inventory resulted in 252 items returned
to owners; 1,297 items disposed; and $602
received as auction proceeds. The unit also
processed 4,667 case disposition transactions
into the evidence history.
In May, the New Mexico DNA Identification
System (NMDIS) received 505 new convicted
offender/arrestee DNA samples, with a
cumulative total of almost 106,000 collected.
485 samples were analyzed, uploaded, and
searched in CODIS, with a cumulative total of
almost 99,000 searchable DNA profiles. As
a result of these convicted offender/arrestee
samples, 33 unsolved cases were matched to
convicted offenders/arrestees, five case-to-case
matches were made, with a resulting total of 39
investigations being aided.

Burglary Unit...
•

Property Crimes Division
Auto Theft Unit...
•

•

•

•

•

In May, Auto/NITe detectives conducted several
VIN Etch Events around the city. Events were
held at Cottonwood Mall and at the Public
Safety Day at Intel in Rio Rancho. A total of
86 vehicles were etched resulting in almost 100
positive citizen contacts via these community
oriented policing events.
On May 9, Auto/NITe detectives received an
electronic tracking signal activation at a local
motel. Two suspects were successfully tracked
and apprehended. Subsequently a search warrant
was obtained and served on the suspect’s
vehicle allowing for the recovery of city owned
property.
On May 20, Auto/NITe detectives received an
electronic tracking signal activation resulting
in the arrest of two subjects who were in
possession of city owned bait items. The two
subjects were repeat property crimes offenders.
On May 22, Auto/NITe detectives arrested
two subjects after they stole a vehicle at a
local department store, and then proceeded to
burglarize a city owned vehicle. The pair was
arrested after an extensive track, which led
detectives to the Northwest Area Command.
Both subjects attempted to flee on foot and
were apprehended after a foot chase. One of the
subjects had been arrested twice by Auto/NITe
detectives within the last two months.
On May 23, detectives were advised of a
residence in the Southwest Area Command
being used to move stolen vehicles. A search
warrant was prepared and authorized. Detectives
recovered two outstanding stolen vehicles.

On May 27, Auto/NITe detectives were in the
Northeast Area Command and located a vehicle
taken in a carjacking approximately an hour
earlier. The victim stated that a man walked
up to her car and tapped on the glass with the
butt stock of a rifle to get her attention. The
man then pointed the weapon at her head and
demanded she give him her car. The vehicle was
pursued and subsequently stopped in the area
of Eubank and I-40. The suspect fled on foot
leaving the rifle in the vehicle. The suspect was
located hiding a short distance away and taken
into custody.

•

•

•
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Detectives were able to arrest two individuals
on 147 felony counts in a rash of commercial
burglaries that occurred at a local self-storage
facility between April 6 and April 20. A total of
81 storage units were burglarized. Detectives
identified two male suspects that had been
selling the stolen items at a metal recycler and
two local pawn shops. Detectives were able
to recover a large amount of stolen property
including three firearms stolen from one of the
units.
On May 11, field officers took the male driver
of a stolen pickup into custody. Detectives were
able to link the driver with a residential burglary
that occurred in the Northeast Area Command
on April 29. Detectives were able to recover
some of the victim’s stolen property from
inside the stolen pickup. A search warrant was
obtained for the offender’s backpack and stolen
property was recovered from it as well.
On May 18, field officers were dispatched to
a possible burglary in progress. Upon arrival,
officers found the victim and offender in an
adjacent yard. Burglary detectives discovered
the victim had caught the offender in his home,
chased him on foot, and detained him until
police arrived. The suspect was admitted to the
hospital for injuries sustained prior to police
arrival. Burglary detectives obtained a search
warrant for a backpack abandoned by the
offender and all stolen property was returned to
the victim.
On May 23, a serial burglar was arrested after
he arrived at his apartment in a stolen vehicle
with stolen merchandise. A search warrant
for his apartment was executed and three guns
were seized; one was confirmed to be stolen.
Electronics and jewelry were also seized and
found to be stolen. A rifle and other confirmed
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•

stolen electronics were located in the recovered
stolen vehicle. The offender was arrested for
several felony warrants to include aggravated
burglary, theft of a firearm, receiving and
transferring stolen property, and conspiracy.

Organized Retail Crime Unit...
•

•

•

On May 6, Organized Retail Crimes, White
Collar Crimes, Burglary Units and Southwest
Area Command field officers conducted a crime
suppression operation at two local retailers.
During this operation, detectives observed
three offenders steal items from the two stores,
stealing significant amounts of makeup and other
merchandise. The subjects entered a vehicle
and a traffic stop was conducted. The subjects
admitted they would sell the stolen items to
support their narcotics addiction.
On May 7, detectives with the Organized
Retail Crime Unit, White Collar Crimes Unit,
Rio Rancho Police Department and Bernalillo
Police Department completed an extensive
investigation involving a theft and fencing
ring. In May, detectives became aware of the
ring after repeated Albuquerque Retail Assets
Protection Association (ARAPA) posts of the
thefts. Two male offenders would shoplift
high priced home and kitchen electronics from
large retail stores in Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
Expensive vacuum cleaners were a common
target during the thefts. The male offenders
would then transfer the items to one of three
women who would pawn the items at local pawn
shops. The main pawn shop they used was
given photographs of the suspects taken from
the ARAPA website. One offender entered the
pawn shop and detectives were immediately
contacted. The offender was placed into custody
and interviewed. She identified all the members
of the ring. Rio Rancho Police assisted in the
arrests in their jurisdiction.
On May 21, detectives with the Organized Retail
Crime Unit and Officer McMurrough from the
Southwest Area Command were investigating
two subjects repeatedly committing thefts at a
local retailer. The subjects were actively fencing
the stolen items on social media. They primarily
targeted cosmetics. The two subjects were
identified and felony warrants were obtained.
They were subsequently arrested at a residence
with the assistance of Southwest Area Command
field officers. Another subject in the residence
was found to have a felony warrant and was
arrested as well.

On May 21, Detective Santistevan was contacted
by a downtown metal recycler in regards to
an unusual item an individual attempted to
recycle. A transient had entered the business
and attempted to sell a rare type of steel. The
steel is highly valuable and sells at 25 times the
amount of regular scrap steel. The business was
concerned about a transient being in possession
of the item. Detective Santistevan searched for
the subject and found him nearby. The subject
was found to have five warrants for his arrest
and was booked.

White Collar/Financial Crimes Unit...
•

•

On May 19, a victim co-signed for an apartment
for her son. The victim filled out the application
with her personal and credit information.
The following day, the victim’s information
was used to purchase items at a retail outlet.
Interviews were conducted on the employees
at the apartment complex, the credit-check
company and at the retail outlet. The location
of the breach was identified and all suspects
were subsequently identified. One offender
admitted to the theft of the credit information
and transferring it to another person.
On May 19, Detective Weber completed a case
against a habitual forgery offender. The subject
had been arrested by Detective Weber in 2014
for multiple incidents of forgery. The offender
admitted to the thefts to support her addiction.
The offender repeatedly failed to show for her
plea hearings. Felony warrants were issued.

Criminal Investigations Division...
•

•

•
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The Armed Robbery Unit responded to three
robbery call-outs and cleared 45 cases this
month. Of those 45 cases, 26 were sent to the
District Attorney’s Office for prosecution. The
unit also made three in custody arrests and wrote
two arrest warrants. Furthermore, they wrote
and conducted 11 search warrants. The Robbery
Unit had 23 new cases assigned this month and
now has a total 125 active cases.
The Sex Crimes Unit responded to two sex
crime call-outs in May, and cleared 22 cases
with six of those going to the District Attorney’s
Office. The unit also wrote four search warrants
and one arrest warrant. There were 26 new cases
assigned for investigation in May. The unit
currently has 100 active cases.
The FASTT Unit cleared ten cases in May with
one of them going to the District Attorney’s
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•

•

•

•

•

Office. The FASTT Unit reviewed 166 cases
this month. The FASTT Unit currently has five
active cases.
There were 88 new runaways/missing persons
reported to the Missing Persons Unit this month.
The unit cleared 98 total runaways/missing
person cases. The unit currently has 126 active
cases.
In May, there was another Crisis Intervention
Team (CIT) certification class. APD certified
15 officers in crisis intervention. APD now has
97% of its field officers CIT certified, 407 out of
416.
Crisis Intervention Unit (CIU) detectives were
assigned 25 new cases and closed out 16 cases.
The detectives provided 76 training hours and
received 90 training hours. They conducted
39 home visits and did 31 home visits with a
psychiatrist. The unit had 101 CIU contacts,
responded to nine calls for service, and did 27
threat assessments.
Crisis Outreach and Support Team (COAST)
had 106 individuals that they assisted and had
81 referrals to services. They had 27 home visits
and had 58 mental health consumers that they
assisted.
The Crimes Against Children Unit (CACU)
received 1,149 Children, Youths, and Families
Department (CYFD) referrals in May. CACU
Detectives were assigned 106 new cases to
be investigated. Three search warrants were
executed and one arrest warrant was generated.

•

•

•

•

•

Special Investigations Division...
•

•

The Gang Unit was called to assist in the
investigation of a homicide. Detectives were
informed a female was suspected of having
knowledge or involvement in the homicide. The
female also had two felony warrants for her
arrest. Gang detectives were able to locate her
and she was able to give detectives information
on the offender in the homicide. Homicide
detectives wrote an arrest warrant for the
offender and Gang detectives were able to locate
him. Detectives took him into custody without
incident.
The Gang Unit was called to assist the Rio
Rancho Police Department in the apprehension
of a suspect responsible for the homicide of a
Rio Rancho Police officer. The suspect was
located and, with the assistance of marked patrol
vehicles, he was taken into custody. The suspect
was turned over to the Rio Rancho Police
Department and was later booked.

On May 14, the Vice Unit conducted a street
operation to address prostitutions and narcotics
trafficking. The Vice Unit made five arrests for
prostitution, four misdemeanor warrants, and
one felony warrant arrest.
On May 27, the Vice Unit conducted an internet
operation, which led to the summons of four
female suspects for prostitution.
On May 1, Air5 assisted in the apprehension
of two individuals charged with aggravated
assault with a deadly weapon in the Foothills
Area Command. The subjects fled on foot and
officers on the ground were directed to their
location by air support.
On May 11, Air5 assisted in the recovery of an
APD sergeant’s personal vehicle taken from
his residence on April 29, 2015. The pickup
truck was tracked through three area commands
often times traveling at a high rate of speed.
The vehicle came to a stop in the Valley Area
Command and Air5 called in field units. Two
subjects were taken into custody.
On May 29, Air5 assisted in the apprehension
of an auto thief. A ground unit had located a
recently parked stolen vehicle and cleared the
area while Air5 watched from above. A few
minutes later, a subject was observed entering
the vehicle and leaving the parking lot. As units
approached the vehicle, it fled. Both units on
scene disengaged and Air5 followed the vehicle
as it drove recklessly through side streets and
parking lots. The vehicle parked in an apartment
parking lot and the driver fled on foot. Air5
directed units into the area and the offender was
located and arrested. Charges include receiving/
transferring a stolen vehicle, auto burglary,
receiving/transferring stolen property and
aggravated eluding a police officer.

Real Time Crime Center (RTCC)...
•

•

•
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The Bridge assisted in 2,808 calls for service
in May. About 84% of those were intervention
from the operators in the Bridge.
The Crisis Intervention Case Management
System, which was developed by the RTCC and
now has more than 3,000 cases, was utilized
2,221 times in May. About 40% of the calls
worked were suicide, mental health or domestic
disturbance calls. The video network was also
utilized 402 times.
The Video Unit produced and delivered 21
episodes of The Daily 49 in May. The Daily
49 episodes provided important information
regarding multiple suspects wanted for a variety
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of crimes – such as commercial and residential
burglary, auto burglary, auto theft, armed
robbery and homicide.

•

Professional Accountability Bureau
Communications Division...
•

•

•

•

Central Records Division...

The APD Emergency Communications Center
staff answered 82,815 incoming 911 and 242COPS calls in May. There were 35,818 calls
answered for 911 and 46,997 calls answered for
242-COPS. 911 Operators answered 92.88%
of the 911 calls within 10 seconds (national
standard is 90%, APD standard is 92.0%);
operators also answered 93.91% of the 242COPS calls within 30 seconds (APD goal is 90%
answered within 30 seconds).
One of the Emergency Communications Center
dispatchers, Eli Aguilar, coordinated the APD
participation in the 2015 Law Enforcement
Torch Run for Special Olympics.
APD’s Michelle Nunez was recognized as the
New Mexico Telecommunicator of the Year by
the state chapter of the Association of Public
Safety Communications Officials (APCO)
and National Emergency Number Association
(NENA) - two international 911 organizations.
Several telecommunications staff attended the
APCO/NENA Conference to receive additional
training necessary to maintain their New Mexico
Department of Public Safety certifications.

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

APD Academy...
•
•

•

The 113th Cadet Class completed their eighth
week of training in the month of May.
In May, the APD Academy received 451 interest
cards; 46 individuals attended City Entrance;
39 attended Saturday testing; and 34 passed to
background checks.
The 2015 department physical assessment and
pilot testing for the implementation of a new
obstacle course were completed in May.

Administrative Support Bureau
Planning Division...
•

•

2012/2013/2014 Justice Assistance grant.
In May, the Planning Division submitted
legislation (omnibus bill) for 40 federal and state
grants for the upcoming fiscal year to Council
for approval.

In May, Planning Division staff along with
a staff member from the City Accounting
Division conducted interviews for the vacant
Management Analyst I position that will assist
with administering more than 40 federal and
state grants.
In May, the Bureau of Justice Assistance
conducted an on-site visit for the
13

In May, the Public Information Unit received
887 requests totaling $6,958.75 in revenue
generated from citizen requests/registers.
In May, the Report Review Unit completed the
following: 2,180 Automated Reporting System
(ARS) transfers; 743 ARS supplements; 1,017
National Crime Information Center entries;
2,016 accidents; and 2,286 officer calls.
In May, Court Services completed the
following: 124 pretrial hearings scheduled;
259 arraignments processed; 184 felony cases
submitted to the District Attorney’s Office; and
425 summons submitted to the Metropolitan
Court.
In May, the Alarm Unit collected $97,450.
In May, the Telephone Report Unit generated
592 original reports and 181 supplemental
reports. This resulted in a savings of 2,009.8
hours of field services time and a monetary
saving of $30,920.
In May, the Telephone Report Unit processed
519 on-line (Cop Logic) reports resulting in a
savings of 1,333.8 hours of field services time
and a monetary savings of $20,520.
In May, the Inspection of Public Records (IPRA)
Unit closed 88 IPRA requests and collected
$2,849.50 in revenue.
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